The Benefits of Electrification
Health
Gas appliances emit a wide range of air pollutants that have been linked
to health effects such as asthma and cardiovascular disease.

Safety
Gas appliances and infrastructure can cause home and building fires. In
2010, the San Bruno pipeline explosion killed eight people, injured 60,
and destroyed 38 homes.

Cost Savings
New all-electric homes cost less to build than homes with both
electricity and gas service. Electrifying existing homes can be cost
effective when combined with solar, battery storage, and available
financing.

Resilience
All-electric homes with solar power and battery storage can be
protected from service interruptions. Renewable energy prices are also
more stable than gas and other fossil fuel prices.

Job Creation
The UCLA Luskin Center for Innovation estimates that building
electrification in California alone will support more than 100,000 jobs—
eight times as many jobs as would be lost in the gas sector as it is
phased out.

Environment and Climate
Electrifying all residential space and water heating in San Mateo County
would reduce greenhouse gas emissions at levels equal to removing
114,000 gasoline-powered cars off the road per year.
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Electric Buildings Are Healthier and Safer
Gas appliances emit a wide range of
pollutants, including methane, carbon
monoxide and nitrogen dioxide, that have
been linked to various acute and chronic
health effects such as respiratory illness,
cardiovascular disease, and premature
death. A 2020 UCLA study found that
children who grow up in a home with a
gas stove are 42% more likely to develop
asthma than those who don’t. Even for
adults, prolonged exposure to the
combustion pollutants of gas stoves
increased wheezing, coughing, bronchitis
Image: Fresh Energy
and vulnerability to infections, including
COVID-19. A Stanford study published in
January 2022 found that methane leaks from gas-burning stoves even when the
stoves are turned off.
Replacing furnaces with heat pump heating and cooling systems benefits people in
buildings currently without air conditioners, which can save lives during heat
waves.

Burned home debris from the 2010 San Bruno gas
pipeline explosion. Image: Thomas Hawk/Flickr

Natural gas infrastructure also
poses major safety hazards. Many of
the gas lines running under our
streets and into our homes in San
Mateo County are 50 to 100 years
old and vulnerable to rupture. Gas
used in homes can cause
residential fires, particularly those
associated with cooking. The
National Fire Protection Association
estimates that an average of 4,200
home-structure fires per year in the
U.S. are started due to the ignition
of gas.

One well-remembered example is the San Bruno pipeline explosion in 2010 that shot a
fireball more than 1,000 feet into the air, killing eight people, injuring 60 people, and
destroying 38 homes.
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As shown on the following maps, San Mateo County’s gas infrastructure is vulnerable
not only due to aging pipelines, but also because of the region’s vulnerability to
wildfires and earthquakes. Over the 70,000 square miles of the Pacific Gas & Electric
(PG&E) service area, there are 42,000 miles of gas distribution pipelines and 6,700
miles of gas transmission pipelines. Major pipelines run through areas in the county
designated as fire hazard zones. They are buried under homes along Highway 280 and
near essential services near San Francisco Bay such as San Francisco International
Airport, sewage treatment plants and major businesses that are also susceptible to sea
level rise.

Map 1:
San Mateo
County Major
Gas Pipelines
within Fire
Hazard Zones
Map 1 shows Fire
Hazard Severity Zones
(FHSZ) designated by
the California
Department of
Forestry and Fire
Protection (CAL FIRE)
as areas where
wildfires are likely to
occur, based on
factors that include
fuel, slope, and fire
weather, along with
various degrees of fire
hazard (moderate,
high, and very high).
PG&E gas pipelines
shown in this map
were created with
ESRI software, using
PG&E’s pipeline map as a reference. The distributions of the gas pipelines are
approximations and are not to be interpreted as exact locations.
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Map 2: PG&E Major Gas Pipelines and Fault Zones in San Mateo County

Map 2 shows fault lines identified by the United States Geological Survey (USGS). PG&E
gas pipelines shown in this map were created using ESRI software, using PG&E’s
pipeline map as a reference. The distributions of the gas pipelines are approximations
and are not to be interpreted as exact locations.
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Electric Buildings Can Be Less Expensive
to Build and Operate
There’s strong evidence that all-electric homes are less expensive to build than their
mixed-fuel counterparts. A 2019 study from energy consulting firm E3 concluded that
all-electric new home construction was estimated to cost $3,000 to $10,000 less than a
mixed-fuel home, due to the lower capital costs of equipment, avoiding the cost of gas
infrastructure and interconnection, and avoiding electrical panel upgrades that can be
required to retrofit existing homes to all-electric.

In its 2018 report The Economics of Electrifying
RMI is an independent, nonBuildings, RMI found that for new home
partisan, nonprofit
construction, electrification of space and water
organization of experts
heating and air conditioning reduces the
homeowner’s costs over the lifetime of the
across disciplines working to
appliances when compared with performing the
accelerate the clean energy
same functions with fossil fuels. Costs are also
transition and improve lives.
reduced for customers in some retrofit scenarios,
such as gas customers who would otherwise need
to replace both a furnace and an air conditioner simultaneously, and for customers
who bundle rooftop solar with electrification. RMI also found that new homes and
homes currently lacking natural gas service avoid the cost of gas mains, services, and
meters not needed in all-electric neighborhoods.
When analyzing electrification scenarios of existing homes in Oakland, RMI found that
heat pumps are more expensive than simply replacing a gas furnace and water heater.
However, in a scenario that applies a hypothetical 3:1 time-of-use (TOU) rate (where
peak pricing is three times more expensive than off-peak pricing) and optimizes for
demand flexibility, the cost effectiveness of a heat pump system increases. And if a
household is replacing both an air conditioner and natural gas space and water
heating systems, electrification becomes the most cost-effective option.
Even though electrifying existing homes can be more expensive than continuing with
gas usage, many rebates and incentives (some of which can be stacked or combined)
from Peninsula Clean Energy, BayREN, the state, and the federal Inflation Reduction
Act are or will soon be available to subsidize the transition to electrification.
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Electric Buildings Can Be Resilient
Disasters like earthquakes and firestorms pose threats to gas pipeline safety and
reliability. When gas pipelines are shut off, it can take weeks for them to be returned to
service. Political threats to fossil fuel facilities are becoming more common worldwide,
and changing policies of fossil fuel suppliers mean American consumers are
susceptible to hikes in gas and oil prices on short notice.
Gabriel Taylor of the CEC noted that “increased reliance on domestic renewable
energy resources will protect us and our economy from global volatility in energy
prices. Renewable energy supplies, once installed, have fixed operations and
maintenance costs over decades.”
All-electric homes can be protected from service interruptions due to power outages
through the combination of solar power and battery storage. Just a 10 kWh wall
battery (a wall-mounted home battery designed to store energy from solar or the grid)
can keep essential home devices and appliances (phones, computers, WiFi,
refrigerator, cooking and some lights) running for more than 24 hours. Other storage
options include smaller consumer batteries that could power individual appliances for
several hours at a time, or even the use of power stored in electric car batteries.
Research is underway to enable energy to be pushed back to the power grid from the
battery of an electric car, a technology known as Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G), which could
enable millions of households to make use of the energy storage currently sitting in
their driveway.

Peninsula Clean Energy is the Peninsula's
Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) energy
agency created in 2016. With a wide range of
programs and rebates that support its customers
and encourage market transformation,
Peninsula Clean Energy is leading the electrification of San Mateo County. Programs
include rebates, incentives, and loans for residential customers purchasing efficient
electric appliances. The Home Upgrade Program provides electric appliances at no cost,
energy efficiency upgrades, and home repairs to income-qualifying households.
Under the Power on Peninsula program, Peninsula Clean Energy will provide solar and
battery storage to approximately 6,000 homes and hundreds of businesses through San
Mateo and Santa Clara to help increase resiliency. Programs for commercial customers
include design technical assistance provided through a partnership with the construction
consulting firm TRC and All Electric Design. The program provides extensive technical
assistance to architects, builders, developers, design engineers and energy consultants for
all-electric technologies and electric vehicle infrastructure.
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Heat pump water heaters can maximize use of the grid by heating water when solar is
plentiful and storing hot water for use later to avoid worsening the strain on the grid at
times of high demand. Heat pumps, which produce highly efficient heating and
cooling, can also reduce grid stress. Nearly 90% of U.S. homes have air conditioning,
but almost 30% of California households don’t. About 40% of California homes have air
conditioners that are more than 14 years old and nearing the end of their life. The
Building Decarbonization Coalition estimates that California could save the equivalent
of the power generated at the Diablo Canyon Power Plant, or the energy needed to
provide power to 3 million Californians, by persuading people to replace aging air
conditioners with efficient electric heat pumps.
Energy resilience can also benefit nonresidential buildings such as health care
facilities. With the inclusion of microgrids, emergency battery storage, and onsite
power generation, building electrification can provide reliable and resilient power
supply to facilities that provide medical and nursing care. The Bay Area saw evidence
of the need for this during the September 2022 heat wave, when parts of the Santa
Clara Valley Medical Center (SCVMC) were without power during an outage when their
backup generators also failed.

What Is Diablo Canyon?
PG&E's Diablo Canyon Power
Plant in Aliva Beach, which has
operated since 1985, is
California's last operating
nuclear plant. The plant was
scheduled to be fully shut down
by 2025, but California
lawmakers voted in September
2022 to delay the closure by five
years among concerns that
increased stress on the grid due
to climate change could trigger
future rolling blackouts. Diablo
Canyon currently provides about
10% of the state's electricity.
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Building Electrification Creates Jobs
Electrification has the potential to create thousands of jobs in San Mateo County. A
report released by UCLA’s Luskin Center for Innovation estimated that building
electrification in California alone will boost employment in the construction, energy,
and manufacturing industries, supporting more than 100,000 jobs—eight times as
many jobs as would be lost in the gas sector as it is phased out. Rewiring America
estimates that if San Mateo County successfully ramps up to 100% electric adoption by
the end of the Inflation Reduction Act in 2032, $2 billion in residential electrification
benefits will have been invested across the county, generating 2,395 direct and 10,216
total new jobs.

FFBSV is a collective of 39 organizations that
share the goal of accelerating a phase-out of
fossil fuels including natural gas from all
buildings in Silicon Valley. Sustainable San Mateo
The Campaign
County (SSMC) was one of the first organizations
for Fossil Free
to join this coalition. The campaign partners with
Peninsula Clean Energy, Silicon Valley Clean
Buildings in
Energy, electrification consultants, City Councils,
Silicon Valley
Planning Commissions, staff and key
(FFBSV)
stakeholders to ensure that electrification
recommendations to cities are as strong as
possible. FFBSV favors mandatory requirements and generous incentives for all-electric,
fossil free construction.
Additionally, FFBSV collaborates with San Mateo County and BayREN to create and
support regional agency-led training and workshops to provide information about
electrification. Its Electric Home Ambassador Program connects people interested in
electrification with volunteers who have already electrified their homes. In 2021, FFBSV
added 34 home ambassadors to its program, loaned 70 induction cooktops to
homeowners, distributed Electrification 101 presentations to cities throughout Silicon
Valley, helped Peninsula Clean Energy’s board adopt a climate neutral goal by 2035 and
assisted local organizations and political parties in drafting resolutions in support of
equitably electrifying all buildings and vehicles in California. In 2022, it helped organize a
Green Home Tour of 19 homes in San Mateo County and Santa Clara County to
familiarize people with all-electric options and other energy-saving measures.
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Building Electrification Is Good for the
Environment
Burning natural gas emits carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gasses that
contribute to climate change. While natural gas usage in buildings accounts for 25% of
directly inventoried GHG emissions in San Mateo County, actual emissions are
estimated to be significantly higher when accounting for fugitive emissions from
methane leakage in the natural gas supply chain. A Stanford study published in
January 2022 estimated that annual methane emissions from gas-powered stoves
inside U.S. homes have a climate impact comparable to the annual carbon dioxide
emissions of 500,000 gasoline-powered cars.
In homes, water and space heating accounts for over 90% of natural gas use, so using
highly-efficient heat pumps for those two uses would drastically decrease greenhouse
gas emissions across San Mateo County. Electrifying all residential space and water
heating in San Mateo County alone would reduce annual greenhouse gas emissions at
levels equal to removing 157,000 gasoline-powered cars from the road per year.
Electric heat pumps are also much more energy efficient
than their gas-powered counterparts. Air source heat
pumps used for space heating are on average 300%
efficient, meaning they deliver three times more heat
energy than the electrical energy they consume. Gas
heaters, by contrast, are 78-98% efficient. Gas cooktops
have an efficiency of about 40%, while electric induction
cooktops have an energy efficiency of 85%.

Efficiency is defined as
the amount of energy
making it to the intended
purpose, divided by the
amount of energy input to
the device.

That's the
same as the
emissions from

178,000 gas furnaces

that emit

In San
Mateo
County
there are

1.1 Mt CO2e per unit

=

+

243,000 gas water
heaters

1.4 Mt CO2e per unit

4.6 Mt CO2e per car

536,000
Mt CO2e
every year

114,000
gasoline-powered
cars

Source: Appliance numbers from the U.S. American Community Survey (ACS) and California Residential Appliance
Saturation Survey (RASS), provided by Peninsula Clean Energy. Unit energy consumption data from RASS converted
to CO2e using the EPA Greenhouse Gas Equivalency Calculator.
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Electric alternatives in the commercial sector also provide efficiency benefits.
According to research by Redwood Energy, heat pumps for outdoor swimming pools
(at hotels, for example) drastically reduce energy bills, electric deep fryers and
induction ranges are more efficient and heat faster than their gas-powered
alternatives, and the use of heat pumps for space heating can lower commercial
buildings’ greenhouse gas emissions by 44%.
A wide variety of commercial sector buildings, from restaurants and office spaces to
greenhouses, have the potential to achieve emissions benefits from electrification.
State-level greenhouse gas emissions inventory data show that some of the largest
contributors to commercial building emissions are in the food service, health care, and
education sectors (see End Uses of Natural Gas in San Mateo County for more
information).

The environmental and health impacts of natural gas extraction
While natural gas extraction does not take
place in San Mateo County, the
environmental and human health impacts
of gas extraction are well documented. Gas
extracted from wells that are hydraulically
fractured (a process known as “fracking”),
represents 67% of the natural gas produced
in the United States. Fracking is a technique
for recovering oil and gas from rock that
involves drilling into the earth and directing
a high-pressure mixture of water, sand, and
chemicals in order to release the gas inside
the rock. Fracking requires the use of
millions of liters of water that are
contaminated during the extraction
process. Contaminants can leak into
groundwater, drinking water, and soil,
adversely impacting water and food supply.

Graphic: Let's Talk Science

Extraction facility workers and people who live near extraction facilities can experience
adverse cognitive, respiratory, and cardiovascular effects. Furthermore, California
frontline communities impacted by gas and oil extraction are predominantly low-income
communities of color, highlighting the associated social equity costs. Fracking has been
documented in 10 California counties as well as hundreds of times in offshore locations,
and Governor Gavin Newsom has announced his intention to ban it by 2024.
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How do heat pumps work?
Heat pumps are commonly used in building electrification, both to provide space heating
and cooling from a single system and usually a separate heat pump water heater to
provide hot water.
A heat pump works
by moving heat
from one place to
another rather than
generating the heat
internally. In the
same way that a
refrigerator pushes
heat out to maintain
its cool
temperature, heat
pumps control the
flow of heat in order
to transfer heat out
of a space, or to
push heat into a
space.
A heat pump
contains two units,
which are linked
together by a
refrigerant line.
When heating or
cooling a home, one
of these units is
inside and one is
outside.
To heat the home, the heat pump transfers heat from the outdoor unit (which collects
heat from the outside air) to the indoor unit, which then uses the heat to warm the inside
of the house. To cool the home, the heat pump pushes heat from the indoor unit to the
outdoor unit, cooling the indoor space in the process. A heat pump water heater works the
same way, moving heat extracted from the outside air or garage air, to the water tank.
Heat pumps for space heating and cooling can work as ducted systems or ductless minisplit systems. Mini-splits allow the user to control the temperature in individual rooms or
spaces and can be installed in new construction or remodels to homes with non-ducted
heating systems. Before installing a heat pump for space heating and cooling, it is
important to make sure that a home is well insulated, so that as much heat as possible
remains in place and does not continue to flow in and out of the house.
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